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eht htiw slaed repap sihT values behind thesfeileb ralupop erolklof eht fo ecnegreme , secitcarp, cisum detaler, 

yteicos eht fo sevitaitini hcus dniheb ecnegilletni dna ecnad. Undoubtedly humanbeing is the most intelligent 

and blessed creature on this plannet. It has been enhancing its capacities in all forms by using more and more 

new innovations and doing lots of experiments. It has created a wonderfull structure on this plannet to protect 

itself and always strives to establish its place. For the same we, human being have created a unit called society 

which deals with many things like unity, upliftment and overall development of humanbeing. Every human 

regardless of age, gender, cast , is the part of this unit and contributes at individual’s end.  Society keeps on 

experimenting with only motif to develop and for the betterment in ints structure so that it can maintain its 

worth and position on the earth. This is what we basically understand the initial emergence of this term. But at 

different time spans and at different geographical areas, different group of persons started with different units. 

Initially their collective fight was with the geographical and biological challenges but later on their fight turn 

into a fight with other sects or group of persons. It happend because each society had created its own folk 

beliefs, practices and religion which they were practicing for a long time but now when they got interaction 

with other social groups they found their beliefs different from them and it became imposible to mingle and 

show unity with other social groups and this lead to new conflicts among different sects of the society. The 

main reason behind such conflicts was their sentiments were associated with their beliefs and their folk 

religion and No social group could join hand with other social group who represents other kind of folk 

religion, beliefs and practices.  

The term folklore contains a wide range of subjects within to discuss like legends, history (oral), fairy tales, 

jokes, popular beliefs, music, food and customs included in the traditions of the culture, subculture or any unit 

of the society. Famous English antiquarian William Thoms used the term “Folklore‟ first in a letter published 

in London journal „The Athenaeum‟ in 1846. Folklore has many genres to be studied within. The word folk 

contain a wide meaning of the people in general who represents some unique way of life and especially as the 

originators or carriers of the customs, beliefs and arts that make up a distinctive culture. And the word lore 

means that something that is taught and communicated as a word of mouth and accepted by the other as a 

culture and practices as a tradition. Folklore consists of practices, beliefs, stories and arts by the society or any 

small or big unit of the society. Folklore also includes the set of practices through which those expressive 

genres are shared. Popular beliefs, consists of ethnic or regional religious customs under the umbrella of 

a religion, but outside of official doctrine and practices. Folk religion has been defined as "the totality of all 

those views and practices of religion that exist among the people apart from and alongside the strictly 

theological and liturgical forms of the official religion.  

The term "folk religion" is generally held to encompass two related but separate subjects. The first is the 

religious dimension of folk culture, or the folk-cultural dimensions of religion. The second refers to the study 

of syncretism between two cultures with different stages of formal expression, such as the melange of African 

folk beliefs and Roman Catholicism that led to the development of Vodun and Santeria, and similar mixtures 

of formal religions with folk cultures.  

Chinese folk religion, Folk Christianity, Folk Hinduism, and Folk Islam are examples of folk religion 

associated with major religions. The term is also used, especially by the clergy of the faiths involved, to 

describe the desire of people who otherwise infrequently attend religious worship, do not belong to 

a church or similar religious society, and who have not made a formal profession of faith in a particular creed, 

to have religious weddings or funerals, or (among Christians) to have their children baptized. Such tradition of 
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baptism was really an intelligent initiative, if we see it on census point of view. Instead of collecting data, 

society created a system, everybody has to go through a system of baptism. By this church use to keep all the 

data and this is the way, we today can access to old datas about many learned personalities. For example about 

William Shakespeare, we know very little. We could get his birth details from his baptism in church only. 

Now baptism is the part of christianity. 

 Every time period in its present form is called modern period and it is very obvious that modernity comes out 

of some root which is base of present time and that root does not remain visible in its real form but it can be 

seen in its processed form at present. What we are today is the result of our practices and beliefs which we and 

our ancestors have been practicing for centuries. Our upbringing puts a direct impact on our personality and 

that upbringing is a processed by many folktales and beliefs which are imposed on us and these folktales and 

beliefs unconsciously constitute our personality. Our attitude towards anything is very rarely personal. How 

we take anything, how we react on any situation is always prone to our upbringing. We inherit our way of 

understanding and reacting from the experiences of our own community which communicates us its 

experiences in many forms. Mostly such experiences and information are communicated orally. This passing 

of information takes place in many forms like we have scriptures which we believe on and many more other 

ways. But the role of folklore in communicating information about history and experiences of society at 

different times is really very important. We have been listening the folktales and also participating in various 

folk activities like dance, music, rituals and fares etc from the early days. These all activities as contributed in 

not only constitute the personality of the individual but also the structure of the society. Polished and 

furnished social structure and civilization which we can see today is not the result of a single span of time but 

it is the result of experience of human being from the early days. The term folklore has been misunderstood 

for a long time. According to William Bascom folklore has many cultural aspects, such allowing for escape 

from societal consequences. Folklore can also be the root of many cultural types of music. Folklorists study 

medical, supernatural, religious and political belief systems as an essential, often unspoken part of expressive 

culture. There are many rituals which we can consider as folklore (e.g., weddings, baptism and harvest 

festival). People have been taking it as if it only presents the mythical part which has nothing to do with the 

reality. Most of the people think that only old beliefs and myths are to be discussed under Folklore and they 

also think that these all beliefs and practices which we inherit from the ancient are useless. But scientific 

studies on the practices of the society which we have been doing for a long time, says that most of them have 

much to with our health, psychology and better structure of the family and society. Entertainment and 

amusement is really important in individual‟s life but a collective and collaborated entertainment keeps on 

creating a harmony among the people of the society. Music, dance and stories have been the most important 

genres in the folklore studies. These all have been playing an important role in the betterment of the society in 

many ways. For example Folk music, dance and other practices performed on Baisakhi festival which is 

celebrated in the state of Punjab, has been the source of enjoyment and unity among the people of the state. 

This festival is celebrated at the time of cutting of crop and it symbolizes prosperity, unity, entertainment and 

harmony within the people of the society. If on social point of view and psychologically, we study the folk 

practices of this festival, we will find this festival, a very good initiative of the society which initiated it at 

some time. The gatherings of the people  on such kind of occasions and their participation in different types of 

games, fares, music and dance creates the spirit of collaboration and increases mutual understanding within 

the people of the society.  We have listened many persons who does not understand the importance of these 

practices and beliefs and clearly states that these are not practical. But Psychologists, who have been studying 

these folk practices and beliefs, have found many of these very intelligent and positive initiatives of the 

society. These initiatives were the needs of that time society. Some of those are not the need of the society 

today, so we categorize those practices absurd. But the worth of any practice cannot be found out without 

looking into the deep structure of that time society when that practice used to be practiced. So to understand 

the importance of any folk belief and practice, we need to consider factors like geographic location, 

demographic and social conditions of the society where the particular belief and practice emerged. Without 

these all information, we will be losing the context and cannot find the intelligence behind folk practices and 

beliefs. Many beliefs and practices have got their birth because of geographic conditions for example the 

unique way of washing hands by Muslims. We know Muslims basically belongs to Arabian states where there 
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was lack of water so to they opted the way to wash their hands which consumes very less water. This way was 

the need of that geographic area and it remained in practice for generations to generation so it became the part 

of their culture.   Every group of person whether that has reached to the established position in present time or 

not (Backward), has had its own some set of practices.  Those practices are the part of their culture. Initially 

that practice may be the need of those people when they started but after practicing the same for generation 

after generation, it becomes the part of their culture and they start taking it as a part of their life. The theory 

presented by famous anthropologist Marvin Harris on Cultural anthropology- In this theory he states that there 

are several layers of the society and Culture and religion are not inner most but the outer most layers of the 

society and its structure. He puts the need first. He says everything comes out of the needs of the individual 

and the society. Culture also comes out of needs of society or a group of persons. He gives the examples of 

cow meat as taboo food in Hinduism. He says that cow has been the unlimited source of labor, milk and 

agricultural purposes in India and because they were dependent on cow for many things so to preserve this 

specie for the future, People started worship of cow and this became the part of Hindu culture. And eating cow 

flesh became taboo. In folklore we can quote number of folktales in Hinduism which tells the stories related to 

the divine presence in the cow and thus cow becomes more than an ordinary animal for Hindus. Now I would 

like to add the importance behind this folk belief. No doubt cow has been an animal tackling many needs of 

the people in India. Preserving this may be the chief concern behind all the stories related to cow‟s divinity. 

Now the thing is if you try to convince the mass to avoid cow flesh by giving the scientific and economic 

reasons, this may affect the minds of few people. But if you correlate anything with the religion, it directly 

affects the heart, which will put long impression on the mass and such impression keeps passing on generation 

to generation. What Marvin wants to express is that culture or any cultural practice which we call folk comes 

out of human social needs of that time society. There are many cultural practices which I personally have been 

encountering in my society has some meaning behind them. Now we have started finding scientific reasons 

behind those practices and we found many of those very scientific and intelligent practices. If we talk about 

the stories and songs of folk, it is very clear that before print revolution the only medium to bless the next 

generation with experience, was oral. And through folk songs and folk stories, the society always tried to 

communicate some messages to the future society. These messages are symbolic and deep meaning containing 

within. Jokes, proverbs and all the genres in folklore have intelligent meanings and experiences to 

communicate. These all have been the source of inspiration for every coming generation and we have been 

blessed with such legacy by our ancestors. 

Not only this but society also stops practicing the beliefs and practices which are not suitable for it today. 

Globalization and information technology has played a very important role in awareness of the people of 

today. Today society is more rational, logical and also can judge if any practice is acting as a hurdle in the 

way to success. But apart from this if any folklore practice has taken place in the heart of any community and 

plays a role of hurdle in the success of that community and people of not avoiding that because it is the part of 

their religion, this creates a problem and leads to conflicts and orthodox hurdles the development.   

 It should be all about the priorities and needs of the masses and the society keeps on creating and 

experimenting new practices to meet the needs of the hours. It is not always the learned class who controls the 

emergence of new practices and belief systems, there have been many situations when the society was 

misguided and controlled by many myths and superstitions which become the cause of decay of the society. 

These time periods when society was misguided and mislead by some evils, have contributed negatively in 

folklore. And the beliefs and practices which got birth in these time periods have put wrong impression on the 

study of folklore also. So it is not like that that every folk practice which we can see is or at some other age 

was the part of our society should be taken for granted, That may or may not good for the betterment of 

society. This can be easily checked wheather it is favourable or not.  But these some evil practices should not 

be taken as a factor to ignore and discard all beliefs and practices which we have inherited. 

We have been discussing this point very seriously that folk is dying every day. Folklorists have been showing 

their concerns to save the folk as a heritage but according to Alan Dudes (1934-2005), one of the eminent 

folklorists, Folklore is emerging every day. Alan Dude clearly states that Folk emerges itself and Birth of folk 

was never limited within the boundaries of the time, it emerged, it is emerging and it will be emerging in 
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future also. According to him, It is not like that whatever we have as folk today, this will be all about folk in 

tomorrow also But in present what practices we have started doing, will be the part of folk studies tomorrow. 

I would like to clarify this point of Alan Dudes by the theory of Cultural Materialism given by famous 

American Anthropologist, Marvin Harris who gave this theory by travelling from different countries America, 

Monzambique and India and also studies different cultural practices very keenly. His interpretations on culture 

and emergence of practices are unique and very important for the scholars who study such subjects . It is very 

clear if we have a look on the theory by Raymond Williams on culture “Dominant, Residual and Emergent”. 

According to Raymond Williams, Culture can always be seen in three different capacities or we can say 

strengths- 1- Dominant that means Culture of today, what majority is practicing today, that is called Dominant 

Culture. 2 - Residual means what was in practice in past but in present also we can feel its essence. 3 - 

Emergent means the culture which is trying to defeat Dominant culture or we can say is emerging today. It 

may be or may not be Dominant in future because it depends upon the number of people who follow this. So it 

is not like if some set of practices were in practice at some time, will always remain the part of the society. 

They may or may not be accepted by the future generation. Such accpetance depends on two things. One how 

these practices are communicated and corelated by the generation who is communicating and the other is the 

viablity of the practices for the generation whom practice is being communicated. Emergence of folklore is an 

ongoing process which will never come to an end, it will keep on creating itself naturaly. It will not be 

hyperbolic to say folk will not die till the needs have their existance. Needs will keep on experimenting new 

things and those successful experiment will naturaly be accpted by the society as trends and will be the part of 

folklore in future. 
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